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From Agenda Setting to 
Implementation 

T hePast Global Changes (PAGES) project 
has now reached a crucial stage of transi
tion from an early emphasis on agenda 
setti ng to a progressively stronger oriema
tion towards implemencation. This is re
flected in the completion of the PAGES 
Implementation Plan, a substantial docu
ment that outl ines the shape of the PAGES 
Project over tbe nextS years. To imegrate 
the various Foci and Activities and the 
wide range of objectives they span, and to 
strengthen a sense of shared goals, it is 
planned to bting together, for the first 
time, the main f>AG~~S Focus and Activity 
leaders ata meeting in Hilterfingen, Swit
zerland, in November ofth is year. During 
this meeting discussion will focus on fina
lizing the shape and content of the PAGI;;:S 
Open Science Meet ing, synergisms be
tween activities, sharing of information 
and defining a future policy for the dis
sem ination of PAGES science. Themes will 
includeEast-Westlinks between the Pole
Equator-Pole (PEP) Transects, as well as 
PEP-Polar linkages; marinc-continental 
linkages; annllal resolution record in a range 
of pal eo-archives; data model interactions; 
and, future PAGES Symposia. 

Understanding the past for a 
better view of the future 

'rVhatever the anthropogenic impact 
on future climate may be, it will interact 
with natural variability as revealed in the 
records from the past. Even if our future 
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climate is less modified by human activi ty 
than is currently anticipated, it will not 
remain constant. Natural climate variation 
has occurred and wi ll continue co occur on 
all timescales. This variation affects peo
ple and their livelihoods in ways that are 
still hard to predict and plan for. These 
observations rei nforce the need to docu
Ill ell[ and understand the course of past 
climate variation, its causes, regional ex
pression and consequences. The focused 
rescarch agenda of PAGES Science provides 
essential evidence to underpin the infor
mation and advice needed by present day 
decision makers. Key PAGES activit ies in 
this regard include: 

• recollstmctillg the history of natural 
climate forcitlg mechallisms a?ld thei1- effects. 
Links between forcing mechanisms such 
as solar variation and volcanic activity and 
the responses they generate in the earth's 
cl imate must be established through stu
dies of past events, as well as modelled and 
explained in theoretica l terms. These nat
ural forcing processes will interact wi th 
any anthropogenic effects. 'rVe need to 

know much more about how natural for
cing mechanisms have affected past cli 
mate before we can assess the ir futu re 
significance. 

• r/ocJl1Ilellli1Jg thei!ltemol dYllamics atlt! 
feedback-I- that modulate climate dlOlIgeJ- 011 tile 
timescales of seasons to cellturies. These too 
will interact with and modify any human
induced changes that may occm. They 
often involve complex leads and lags that 
can only be explored in the evidence from 
sources sllch as tree rings, corals, ice cores 
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and sediments that allow us to reach be
yond the short time span of instrumental 
records. They affect the way in which we 
interpret prescnt day trends and they will 
strongly affect the course of future chang
es. To predict their future impacts, we 
need to greatly improve our knowledge of 
their patterns and amplitudes in the past. 

• providillg data Jor developing, testing 
oJldvolidotil1gdifflote models. Model sirrlU
lations of the earth's climate system often 
highlight particular areas and processes of 
key importance for improving their vali
dity and predictive power. This in turn 
reqwres that evidence from the past be 
refined in order to test the models against 
reconstructed past conditions. Models form 
one of the major links between science 
and decision making. To be fully effective 
in simulating futuredim ates, models need 
testing using climate conditions and boun
daryconditions unlike those of the present. 
Unless models can achieve an adequate 
level of realism in simulating past cl imate 
conditions, their performance in predict
ing future conditions wi ll remain less cer
tain than decision makers would like. 
Working with the modcl ling community is 
onc of the key ro les of PAGES. Many pas t 
climate changes are global in their effects 
and can be traced as simultaneous respon
ses in both hemhpheres and from the eq ua
tono the poles; butthe way these changes 
arc expressed varies greatly from place to 

place. The challenge for PAGES is to under
stand the global mechanisms and docu
mentthe regional effects. Both are vital for 
model development ~lnd validation, hence 
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A map showing the 
different Pole-Equa
tor·Pole Transects 

for reduci ng uncertainties in future pre
diction, 

• refining our knowledge of the post role 
of greenhouse gases during 1¥Jpid warmillg epi
sodes. The parallel trends in past global 
temperature, atmospheric carbon dioxide 
and methane concentrations, as revealed 
in ice core records, provide one of the most 
dramatic arguments in favour of future 
greenhouse gas warming, but the precise 
phasing of and the processes responsible 
for the paralle l cbanges in temperature 
and gas concentrations need to be more 
fully understood before the fu ture impli
cations can be con fide ntly established, 
Only the historical record contai ns the evi
dence needed to resolve these crucial is
sues. 

• estimating the probability o/major ill
stabilities in the earth system under W01711 cli
mate cOlJditiolJs. Tt is now clear that the 
earth 's coupled ocean-atmosphere system 
has been highly unstable in the recent 
geological past, with massive swings of 
ocean ci rculation and associa ted dramatic 
changes in climate taking place over the 
space of a few decades at most. Even 
though such dramatic 'switches' are more 
typical of cool, glacial Limes, there is grow
ing evide nce that they cannot be excluded 
from the range of future possibi li ties in a 
warming world. Many Ijnes of evidence 
from sources as diverse as tree rings and 
scdiments show that even during the warm 
period since the last glaciation - the period 
we live in now -climate va ried overa much 
greater range than instfumemal records 
wou ld lead us to believe. There is also 
growing evidence forsudden . majorchang
es in climate during th e warm period be
fore the last glaciation, the Eemian Imer
glac ial. All these warm cl imate flu ctuations 
need much fulle r inves tigation, since they 
may hold part of the key to estimating the 
likelihood of similarly dramatic changes in 
the near future, changes that would have 
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human consequences well beyond the 
range of recent experience, 

• docmnenting the impact 0/ past envi
rOllmelllaJ challges 011 humall resources and 
activities. The record of the pas t is rich in 
illustrations of the ways in which climate 
change and human activity have been close
ly in terwoven. Ir is not a simple story, for 
the impact of climate variation through 
extreme events for example, is often in 
part a function of the pattern of human 
resource use at the time. l-I uman actjvities 
create the canvas upon which climate va
riation expresses its consequences for peo
ple, their welfare and their very surv ival. 
One of the responsibilities of PAGES is to 
improve our understanding of these inter
actions so that future resource manage
ment and environmental policy can learn 
from the lessons of the past. 

New Newsletters and a new 
Web-site 

The first PAGES News letter of 1997 
marked a new departure, The format has 
expanded in size from six to sixteen pages 
and now includes a much greareremphasis 
on reporting PAGES science. The first new
style Newsletter profiled the PEP I and PEP 
11 T ransects; the second one highlights 
PEP LIt and the IMAGES (International Ma
rine Past G lobal Change Stud y) pro
gramme, 

The global change community may 
access PAGES information. includingNews
letters, all future (and a gradually increas
ing number of past) Workshop Reports 
and updates on the PA01~S Open Science 
Meeting via the newly developed Home 
Page, now maintained by the IPQ in Bern: 
http://www.pages.unibe.ch/pages. html 

Frank Oldfield, PAGES Core Project Office, 
Barenplatz 2. CH-30 I1 Bern, Switzerland, E-mail: 
pages@ubedu.unibe.ch 

The First PAGES 
Open Science Meeting 

Wesee this as a major landmark in 
the development OfFAGES science and 
a demonstration of itS role within the 
spectrum of Global Change research. 
The meeting will take place at Royal 
I-Iolloway Universi<y of London, April 
19 - 23, 1998. The theme of the meet
ing will, be: 

'Past Global Changes alld their Sig
nificollce for the Future' 

The Meeting will highlight major 
advances through a series of invited 
overview papers in Plenary sessions to 
be presented by some thirty loaders in 
the field. 

The themes to be covered will 
include: 

I. The full range of climate 
system variability 

2. Climatic forcing 
3, Climate system processes 
4. Modelling the climate system 
S. Biotic responses to climate 

change 
6. Human consequences of 

climate change 
Poster sessions wilJ be an impor

tant component of the Meeting with 
the emphasis on interaction and dis
cussion. They will be organized large
ly along the lines of the main projects 
coordinated by PAGES. Boch the invi
ted review papers and papers based 
on the posters will be published. 

The final afternoon is designed to 

include a Panel Discussion address· 
ingboth the policy implications of the 
results of PAGES research and the prior
ities for future research by PAGES sci
entists in rhe light of [he needs of 
present-day decision makers. 

Academicco-sponsors of the meet
ing are The Environmental Change 
Research Centre. University College 
London and the Centre for Quater
na<y Research, Royal I-lolloway Uni
versity of London. Royal I-Iolloway 
will host the Meeting and the Envi
ronmental Change Research Centre 
in UCL will fund up to 5 oU[standing 
young scholars from developingcoun
tries to 3nend the meeting. 

Further information and updates 
on plans for the Meeting are available 
from the IGBP PAGES International 
Project Office, Barenplatz 2, 01-13011, 
Bern, Switzerland. Phone:- + 41 31 
3123133; Fax:- + 41313123168; E
mail: pages@ubeclu.unibe.ch 
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